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The gathering and maintenance of data evidence is the overriding 
requirement for law enforcement professionals engaged in Digital 
Forensics. Mobile devices provide information (texts, emails, 
phone calls, GPS etc.) relative to a suspect’s whereabouts and 
communications provide important evidence for an investigation.

Chip-Off is an important technique for digital forensics profession-
als who need to access data from mobile devices, such as cellphones 
and tablets by matter subtraction. Older thermal techniques, using a 

heat-gun and a tweezer, have low yields 
and can lead to an unacceptable loss of 
data. ULTRA TEC has developed a range of 
mechanical machinery (precision sawing, milling and 
flat grinding) that keep process temperatures low – 
known as “Cold Chip-Off” – and can prepare NAND 
Flash devices from all directions – leading to consis-
tency between users, and the highest yield – with 
maintenance of crucial data after matter subtraction.

Cold Chip-Off Techniques

enabling Digital Forensics
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EMPOWERING THE RETRIEVAL OF MOBILE DATA

ABOUT ULTRA TEC

Made in USA for world-wide lab usage 

ULTRA TEC Manufacturing, Inc. is a thriving Southern California-based small business. 
Our continued success is due to having great products, and in having the ability 
to manufacture, support and sell those products to the high tech industries of the 
world. We offer a wide range of surface and sample preparation equipment along 
with their attendant accessories and consumables. 
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Cold Chip-Off System

ULTRAPOL Basic

Order Code Item

UPF 201S Manual Chip-Off Tool – Rugged 
(Stainless Steel Wear Feet)

UPF 201 Manual Chip-Off Tool –  
(Teflon Wear Feet)

UPPSMSS  Mounting Stubs for UPF 201 –  
Pack of 5 

UTBRS Teflon Wear Blocks for UPF 201 –  
2 replacement sets

UTBSS Stainless Steel Wear Feet for  
UPF 201S – 4 replacement sets

Order Code Item

1209.1 ULTRAPOL BASIC  Manual polishing system (blue):  includes max. 600 rpm 
lap speed, 8” (200mm) polishing lap, coolant control, speed control, lap 

direction, 2239.1 anodized aluminum lap, 110 - 220/240V

1503.1 Disc holding band

Industry-Standard Manual  
Flat Grinding Machine

Manual Chip-Off Polishing ToolsUPF 201

ULTRAPOL Basic lapping and polishing 
machine offers the build-quality required for 
high precision manual polishing of materials 
for production, research and cold NAND 
flash chip-off in digital forensics.

UT-HOT Hot Plate UPF 201S UPF 201
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ULTRAPOL Basic

Order Code Item

6911.1 ULTRAPOL Basic Chip-Off Pack-
age --(includes 1209.1 ULTRAPOL 
Basic,1691.1 Long Arm Positioner, 
UPF201S Manual Tool & M.82SK.1 

Start-up Consumables) 

M.82SK.1 Start-up Consumables Package

1691.1 Long Arm Positioner, includes 
UPF201S and Cuff Mount 

Chip-off Package & Machinery

Product Highlights

ULTRAPOL Basic can be enhanced by the 
addition of the Long Arm positioner.
 
The Long Arm positioner attaches to the 
base machine and holds the manual fixture  
in position during the grinding operation, 
with an ingeniously-designed Cuff.

The Cuff has a spring-loaded interface that 
allows for rapid mounting and de-mounting 
of the manual fixture for easy sample access.

• Package includes Polisher, Positioner Arm, Sample  
   Fixture & Consumables
• Produce Excellent results, independent of operator  
   skill level
• Small footprint benchtop machinery
• Affordable for all sizes of Crime Lab
• Digital Forensics Industry Standard Equipment.

Semi-automatic Grinding 
& Polishing Machine for 
Digital Forensics

With Long Arm



Every lab can now produce accurate chip-offs – optimized 
and ready for data collection. The NAND flash or package 
is mounted on Blue Mill’s specially designed traveling table 
that oscillates in the X and Y directions. It is quickly and 

easily set to the required amplitude. 
A rotating tool, controlled in the 
Z-Direction, provides reproducible 
grinding to a specific thickness.

Importantly for digital forensics,  
Blue Mill provides negligible heat 

generation during chip-off processes, maintaining 
important data.
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Benchtop Milling Machine

Blue Mill

Order Code Item

8215.1 BLUE MILL Chip-Off System, 100-240V, 50/60Hz. Includes: Motorized X-Y table, tool 
spindle drive with 5 micron Z-resolution, Digital Z Gauge, Retractable Safety guard, 

mounting plates, set of start-up milling and grinding tools and amplitude setting stand.

8217.1  LED Stage Illumination

8218.1 Independent X-Y Stage Control

8219.1 Combination Tilt & Micro-adjust Stage

8222.1 Stage Camera – Includes camera and NTSC analog out

8223.1 In-stu Monitor (min 6.5 inch)  and mounting arm

Product Highlights
• Complete Solution - NO COMPUTER REQUIRED!
• No programming or ‘G-Coding’ experience required
• Great milling results for users of all experience levels
• Built to last - heavy-duty solid steel cabinet - with 
   powder coat finish
• Cold Chip-off for Digital Forensics of NAND Flash 
• Extremely Compact Footprint

Low-speed milling = fast,  
accurate, dependable Chip-Offs
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MACROTOME

ULTRASLICE

Order Code Item

8520.4 ULTRASLICE MACROTOME Saw

8520.M Table Motor Feed

8520.4Z Z-Spindle Upgrade

3572.1 X-Axis Cut Thickness Indicator

ULTRASLICE Macrotome precision diamond saw 
has a quiet, safe, direct drive design for smooth, 
chatter free slicing system for important and fragile 
industrial samples. 

The system is perfect for the sectioning of 
cellphone devices and components to allow for 
downstream chip-off techniques with milling and 
polishing equipment. 

MACROTOME suits many other industrial 
applications.  If you have such an “other” application, 
talk to us about it and we can confirm suitability 
– perhaps by cutting samples.  Macrotome may 
represent a low cost solution for you. 

The wheel (spindle) rotation is variable speed, to allow 
for optimized cut quality. An easy access coolant reservoir, allows for efficient coolant changes.

Low-cost sectioning system for mobile chips & PCB’s

Product Highlights
• Big Results With a Small Budget 
• Safer Cutting – No Open Blade Exposure 
• Z-Spindle Option
• Manual Crank Table Feed, with motor option
• Delicate Industrial Samples
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Need Even Higher Precision?

ULTRAPOL Advance 

ASAP-1® IPS

ADVANCED TOOLS

Precision Flat Lapping Machine

Selected Area Preparation System

ULTRA TEC has Solutions for every size & type of 
Lab – City, State, National & Federal

ULTRAPOL Advance is an all-in-one lapping & 
polishing workstation for the production of flat 
surfaces. Advance’s unbeatable combination 
of advanced control and process features 
allow for the accurate processing of electronic 
components. The system’s advanced angular 
control is further improved by a patented laser 
ULTRACOLLIMATOR option.

ASAP-1® hardware has become the standard 
piece of preparation equipment that engineers 
and researchers have come to rely on for 
precision surface and sample preparation.  
ASAP-1®  IPS is precision digital mill that 
introduces a suite of features that automate 
many aspects of the prep process - from 
analyzing the part to be processed, to writing 
intuitive programmable recipes, to reading 
in-situ end-stop indicators that ensure each 
important sample is prepared correctly. 

A touchscreen interface, a  physical joystick 
and encoders – along with intuitive software 
and hardware features – empowers the lab 
professional to produce the highest accuracy, most repeatable results.



THE THIN BLUE (PRODUCT) LINE

  Offered By:

Order Code Item
M.82SK.1 Basic starter kit for ULTRAPOL Basic 

25 pcs. each of 100, 45 and 15 micron SiC, 8” dia. PSA discs, 1 small stick 
of Crystal Wax

M.82AD.1 Advanced Diamond Chip Off supplies kit 
1 ea. of 320 mesh, 1500mesh, 2000mesh diamond-plated discs; 1 ea. 
magnetic PSA disc for lapping plate, 8” dia.; 1 small stick of Crystal Wax

M.82EX.1 Extended Life SiC Chip Off supplies kit 
1 ea. of 68 um, 30um, 12 um PermaDisc; 3 ea. Steel backing plates; 1 

ea. Magnetic PSA disc; 1 small stick of Crystal Wax 
NOTE: Each PermaDisc is equivalent to approx. 300 standard SiC discs

2239.1 Spare 8” aluminium lapping plate

Order Code Item
5215.3 Milling Tool, 3mm diameter
5215.5 Milling Tool, 5mm diameter
5210.3 Coarse Diamond Tool, 3mm diameter
5210.5 Coarse Diamond Tool, 5mm diameter

M.821C.1 100 micron SiC 8” dia. PSA disc, 100/pack
M.8245.1 45 micron SiC 8” dia. PSA disc, 100/pack
M.8226.1 15 micron SiC 8” dia. PSA disc, 100/pack

2387.1 Crystal wax, 70ml stick
UPPSMSS Mounting stubs for UPF201,Pack of

UTBRS Teflon blocks for UPF201 fixture, 2 replacement sets
UTBSS Stainless steel wear Feet, 4 replacement sets

M.83PD.68 68 um PermaDisc
M.82PD.30 30 um PermaDisc
M.82PD.12 12 um PermaDisc

7412.2 Diamond Blade – to ULTRASLICE 4 inch (100mm) OD

Toll Free (US) 1-877-542-0609 
Tel: +1-714-542-0608  Fax: +1-714-542-0627 

1025 E. Chestnut Ave., Santa Ana, CA  92701-6425, USA 
Email: info@ultratecusa.com 

www.ultratecusa.com
ULTRA TEC is proud to operate a continuous product improvement program. Product  specifications and appearance are subject to modification without prior notification.   

Chip-Off Consumables

ULTRAPOL Basic Supplies

Bulk Supplies


